XXXIV
 INTRODUCTION
The first coins issued by Akbar, both in gold and silver, are represented in this Collection, but the type struck in the same year, 980, on which the town is called Daru-l-kkilafat, is missing. In 981 Ahmadabad became associated on the coins with a new epithet Darw-s-saltanat. Six years later Akbar introduced a square coinage both in gold and silver. No. 122 is a mohar of this type dated a. ec. 988, but the square rupees continued till a.h. 1000, We also have square silver pieces of regnal years 37 and 38, with which may be compared the similar coins of Ujain mint of dates 37 to 43. On the former the mint-name occurs without any epithet. Some time during the regnal year 38, the regular ilahl type of Akbar, with his creed, Persian month, and divine year, makes its first appearance in the square form, the ornamental title of the mint being finally dropped. Coin No. 184 is an early example. The shape changed to round between the months Tir and Aban of the 39th year, and so continued till the end of the reign. For a few months of the 47th year, a more ornate design was tried—see No. 208. Fractions of the Hatt/i rupees are known, but no gold ilcLhl coins have been found.
Akbar's extensive copper coinage is very poorly represented in this Collection. No. 576 is the type struck at the conquest, and this was followed in 982 by that of No. 577. Then came the ilah'l type, represented by No. 579, to be succeeded by two varieties. The tcvnka issue from years 44 to 46, is totally absent here. Whole tankas, halves, quarters, and eighths are known, but the subdivisions are not expressed on the coins, the inscription remaining invariable, From 46 to 50 we have the tankl issue of four-, two-, and one-tank^ pieces. This issue is peculiar to the mints of Ahmadabad, Agra, Kabul, and Lahor. Coin No. 580 is a tonx-tanM piece. A similar piece was published in N.S. XVIII, on which the wordj^. is spelt ;l^*-
There are two silver pieces of Akbar I desire to mention. One is the extremely rare square four-anna piece of ilaM type, but bearing the hiyin year 987, The legends are:—Obverse Uv ^$\ <uJl; Reverse M j*a*l ^j*0. A Lahor piece now in the British Museum, of exactly similar type and size is described and illustrated in N. S. V, § 32, now in' the British Museum, and a similar quarter-rupee of Fathpur mint is in the Bodleian Collection,
The second piece is Coin No. 540. Several rupees and one or two half-rupees of this type are known, all of year 981, and all bearing * a unique mint-mark. Though I hesitate to give a definite opinion, I feel tolerably certain that these were struck at jDaru-s-saltawt Skahr i Mu'azzam A&madabad. These words are contained in the reverse marginal legend. If the mint is Ahmadabad, I cannot explain why such a piece differing so widely in arrangement and style from

